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Parable of the Rich Fool 

A Scripture Drama Children’s Story 
Luke 12:13-21 

 
 
 
Characters:  Steven 
   Martha 
   Customer 
 
Staging:  At Stage Left:  Steven is sitting at a small table counting money.  Boxes 
   and wallets are on the table and on the floor.  A great deal of play money 
   is scattered all around too. 
 
   At Stage Right:  Martha is standing behind a table, which is really the 
   MCC counter.  She has boxes and wallets and other goods for sale on 
   her table. 
 
 
Steven:   
 
(Counting play money) 78, 79, 80, 81 .....  
 
(Filling wallets, piling up the wallets)  1,001, 1,002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006 ....  
 
(Counting the wallets) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 .... 
 
(Putting wallets into boxes, counting boxes) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ....  
 
(Shoving boxes under his bed)  There is still more money!  But no more wallets, and no more 
wallets, and no more boxes . . . . Hmm!  Where in the world am I going to store all this 
money?  Everything is full!  Full!  Full!  Full!   
 
I know what I’ll do – I’ll go to the MCC store and buy more wallets – big wallets, fat wallets, 
wallets that hold lots and lots of money!  I’ve never ever had this much money before!  I need 
more wallets!  I need more boxes, and I need more beds to shove all these boxes under!   
 

 

 



 
 

(Laughing a loud, proud laugh)  HAAHaaHAAA!   
 
(Tossing money up in the air)  Oh how I love money!  The only thing I love more than money, 
is MORE MONEY!!!   Well, off I go – off I go to the MCC Store!!   
 
(Starts walking across the stage) I’m off to buy more wallets, more boxes – more beds. 
 
(Martha is behind a table working at the till at the MCC store) 
 
Steven:  Hello, Martha 
 
Martha:  Well hello Steven, how can I help you today? 
 
Steven:  I need wallets, big, fat wallets.  Wallets that can hold all of my money!  And boxes 
too, big boxes.  Boxes that I can put all of my wallets in.  And I need beds.  Big Beds.  Don’t 
tell anyone but I shove all of my boxes of money under my bed!   
 
Martha:  Well, Steven, we have wallets – here they are (Hands over about 5 or 6 big wallets) 
And we have boxes (Hands over about 5 or 6 boxes)  But we don’t have any beds.  We sold 
the last one yesterday.  Sorry about that. 
 
Steven:  That’s alright Martha, no worries. I’ll find a new place in my house to put all these 
boxes.  Maybe I’ll put them under my couch, and my chairs, and my sink.  I could even put 
some in my freezer, and in my fridge!  (Pays Martha for all the wallets and boxes, and carries 
them all out of the store and back home) 
 
(Putting money in wallets and boxes)  Ahh! Money! Lots and lots of money!  I’m rich!  I’m set!  
I don’t ever have to work again!  From now on I’m just going to relax, eat, drink and be 
merry!!  My worries are over!   
 
(Steven walks off stage carrying boxes of money) 
 
Martha:  (In the store, talking to another customer) Did you hear about Steven?  I just heard 
that he died last night.  I can’t believe it, he was just in here yesterday!  How sad!  Heart 
attack, they say.  It’s such a shame.  All that money – and now he’s gone! Wonder whose 
going to get all his assets?  
 
 
Wondering Questions 
 
1.  I wonder what it feels like to have lots and lots of money? 
2.   I wonder if people who have lots of money are happier than people who don’t have 
 very much money?   
3.  I wonder why Jesus told a story about being greedy? 
4.   I wonder if Jesus is trying to teach us to share what we have? 
5.   I wonder what else you are wondering about this story?   
 
 


